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START

Sainte Anne

FIRST STOP

Anses d’Arlet

FINISH

Fond Lahaye

Le Diamant

Mémorial de 
l’Anse Cafard

Fort Saint Louis

Phare de la pointe 
des nègres
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SECOND STOP

Les Trois Îlets

Caribbean Sea

quadruple coastal rowing boat

Rowers : 70 € without accommodation,  
2 meals / Companions: identical fees
30 seats available, 15 €

AVIRON CLUB 233
Daniel Joseph-Monrose
06 96 32 90 15
c9b006@ffaviron.fr

COMITÉ MARTINIQUAIS DU TOURISME 
www.martinique.org/ le-comité-
martiniquais-du-tourisme
BUREAU D’INFORMATION TOURISTIQUE  
DE SCHOELCHER
05 96 80 00 71
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1 DAY / 75 KM

ROWING LEVEL 

Departing from the touristic beach of Pointe 
Marin in Sainte-Anne, you row along the 
South Caribbean coast, thus allowing to 

discover its coastal villages, nested at the bottom 
of the Mornes (mountainous regions). The ragged 
coastline unveils its small islets, which are re-
mains of the volcanic structure of the island. The 
means chosen for this crossing may be traditio-
nal rowing boat or a “twa zaviwon”, suited for the 
ancient nautical activity of Martinique. The must-
do of this tour is the crossing of the «Passe des 
fous», in front of the beautiful Diamond rock!  
Participants will be able to admire this true jewel 
of the Caribbean Sea, from their rowing boat or 
from the safety boat, which has become a “natural 
protected space”. You can enjoy another privilege 
during this tour: crossing the Flamingo Bay, clas-
sified as one of the most beautiful bays in the 
world, a splendid navigation site, offering all pos-
sible wind speeds. From Fort-de-France harbour 
to Fond Lahaye, viewing Fort Saint-Louis, the ca-
thedral, and the majestic beacon of the Pointe 
des Nègres, everyone will keep on being wide-
eyed in front of this magnificent landscapes.
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PROVISIONAL PLANNING 
6AM Departure from Sainte Anne.
9.30AM Arrival of the first stop, Anses d’Arlet.
11.30AM Arrival of the second stop Trois Ilets.
2PM Arrival at Fond Lahaye.
4PM Start of the festive evening.
11PM End of the party. 
Possibility to arrive the day before.


